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Independent study skills are increasingly important as A-Level specifications have changed. 

As students, you simply will not achieve your potential if you do not put in the work outside 

of the lesson.  

Assessments frequently ask students to apply their subject knowledge to unfamiliar 

contexts and it is difficult, if not impossible, to do this if you have not taken the time to 

extend your understanding independently beyond the classroom. 

Sixth Form students spend a limited amount of time in lessons. As A-Level students, you will 

need to dedicate an extra five hours of independent study per subject per week. This can be 

at home, in school after hours, at the library, the park – anywhere that works for you. The 

students who achieve their potential and who gain the highest marks are those who take 

the greatest responsibility for their own progress throughout their two years of study. 

At KS5 students need to practice these independent skills and knowledge to underpin those 

learnt in class. This booklet is designed to support you in your independent study journey. It 

will give you the skills you need to become independent learners ready for further 

education and the world of work. 
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Having taken your GCSEs, you may know the study methods and techniques that work for 
you. If you don’t, you may not know what type of learner you are. 
 
Look at the grid below to look at different strategies for different learners. If you don’t know 
which type of learner you are, visit the following link and complete the test!  
 

http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles.shtml 
 
 

Learner How do you 
learn? 

How should you revise?  

V I S U A L  Reading or 
seeing 

pictures 

 Use flashcards to learn new words 
 Write down key words, ideas, or 

instructions 
 Draw pictures to help explain new concepts 

and then explain the pictures 
 Use bright colours, different pens or 

highlighters in your notes to really propel 
your information retention 

 Watch revision videos online, especially 
those with animations 

  

A U D I T O R Y  Hearing and 
listening  

 Use flashcards to learn new words; read 
them out loud 

 Read stories, assignments, or directions out 
loud 

 Record yourself spelling words and then 
listen to the recording 

 Listen to podcasts on your topic of study 

  

T A C T I L E Touching and 
doing  

 Use flashcards and arrange them in groups 
to show relationships between ideas 

 Trace words with your finger to learn 
spelling (finger spelling) 

 Take frequent (but not long) breaks during 
reading or studying periods 

 Learning games and group revision 

  

 

 

 

 

What type of learner are you? 

http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles.shtml
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It is the inability to maintain a routine that will let most students down. It is better to 
dedicate an hour or so each day to revision, than to try and create your resources when the 
work is not fresh in your mind. You will retain less information doing this, and you may have 
even lost some notes. 
 
Working Day File 

Have a "working day file" divided into enough sections to cope with the subject you are 
studying. At the front of the file have a ‘homework/follow-up’ section so that you write the 
homework down as it is given and end up with a complete record at the end of the year. 
Transfer this to your diary. Always have plenty of spare file paper.  Have a file large enough 
to divide into 'subject' sections. At the front have a homework or follow-up section. (You 
will naturally use your planner to record homework but may need more room for detailed 
instructions or long titles so you can use the front of your file for these.) Always have spare 
file paper available. 
 
 

Subject File - Stored at Home 

Have a lever arch file at home for each subject. At regular intervals - daily or weekly - 
transfer material from your working day file to your subject file. Be strict about dating all 
papers and storing them in chronological order. Do not take subject files into school in case 
you lose them!  At home have a file for each subject, or maybe each teacher so that during 
each day you can rewrite your notes neatly and put them in a file. 

 

Revision Summaries 

It is strongly advised to store your revision summaries in another file. Complete a summary 
at least every two weeks so that the material is fresh in your mind and they are ready to be 
used when tests/exams commence. 
 
 
Consolidation of learning 

Some condensed notes will be recorded on small cards which are handy to revise from at 

any time. Either store them separately or include them in plastic wallets in the relevant part 

of your subject file. Try to have a half hour each day when you 'process' your 

documentation; alternatively make it a Friday/weekend task. If you manage your notes and 

resources efficiently, you can make good use of them. It is likely if you scatter them around 

in a haphazard fashion you will lose valuable worksheets and your working patterns and 

revision will be adversely affected. 

  

Getting Organised 
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Reading is one of the core activities of studying. At A Level, you are faced with three 

particular challenges:  

 The volume of reading  

 The complexity of the material you will read  

 Trying to remember what you have read 

There are several different approaches to reading, below are a few of them. 

Skimming 

Skimming involves looking quickly through the book and reading only things like contents, 

headings, introductions and conclusions. It is a quick and efficient way of familiarising 

yourself with a publication and is useful if you wish to check whether a book is relevant, or 

for finding particular information or ideas quickly. Skimming is particularly useful for finding 

your way around a publication. You may skim the newspaper to find the articles you want to 

read, or a textbook to identify a relevant chapter. 

Scanning 

Scanning is a very rapid search for important points. It may be a diagram, a title or a key 

word. The essential thing is that you deliberately ignore everything except the one item for 

which you are scanning. Scanning is useful when you want to identify a particular piece of 

information – for example some specific chemical formulae.  

Reading to understand 

This involves detailed study of a chapter, passage or article in order to absorb all the major 

facts and ideas. You may read it more than once, and take notes to summarise what you 

have read. Reading to understand is useful when you want to study something thoroughly. 

Word-by-word reading 

Very occasionally you actually need to read every word extremely carefully – for example, 

when reading an English Literature text or an exam question. To study efficiently you must 

learn to vary your reading style and become proficient at each type of reading. By 

developing the ability to switch from one method of reading to another you will vastly 

increase your studying efficiency. Language Difficulties Reading is more difficult when the 

author uses technical terms or complex language. In this situation you should never guess 

meanings, but instead use dictionaries and subject glossaries to help you with definitions.  

 You should be thinking about what you read … 

 

 Do you agree with the author? 
 

 Do you have a different point of 
view? 

 What is the quality of the author’s 
argument?  

 What counter arguments could you 
use 

Reading 
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Successful note-taking is often the key to success. If a teacher is going too fast for you to 
take notes, say so. If an unfamiliar word is used, ask for a definition or use a dictionary. You 
need to advance your vocabulary in Sixth Form so it is vitally important to never skim over 
unfamiliar words. 
 
Make your notes as clear and visual as possible by using: 

 Headings 
 Sub-headings 
 Underlining 
 Different colours 
 Illustrations or figures where appropriate 
 Spaces so you can add to notes if necessary at a later stage 
 Abbreviations 

 
Linear note taking 

When linear note taking, it is important to know what kind of ideas you need to record. 
Focus your approach to the topic before you start detailed note taking. When read with a 
purpose in mind, you will be able to select the relevant idea easily. 
Make a preliminary list of the key facts/issues you would expect to find in your reading. This 
will guide your attention and you will know what to look for in your reading.   
 
It is equally as important to ensure you do not write down too much. Only copy out exact 
words when you might use them as actual quotations in your essay, and compress ideas in 
your own words. Choose the most important ideas and write them down as labels or 
headings, then fill in with a few sub points with key words. 
 
The Cornell Method 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note taking 
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The Cornell method of note taking provides the perfect opportunity for following through 
with the 5 R's of note-taking: 
 
Record 

During the lesson or when reading an article, record in the ‘notes section ‘as many 
meaningful facts and ideas as you can. (1) 
 
Reduce 

As soon after as possible, formulate questions based on the notes in the right-hand column. 
Writing questions helps to clarify meanings, reveal relationships, establish continuity, and 
strengthen memory. (2) 
 
Recite 

Cover the Note Taking Area with a sheet of paper (1). Then looking at the questions or cue-
words in the question and cue column only (2), say aloud, in your own words, the answers 
to the questions, facts, or ideas indicated by the questions in the cue column (2). 
 
Reflect 

Reflect on the material by asking yourself questions, for example, “What’s the significance 
of these facts? What principle are they based on? How can I apply them? How do they fit in 
with what I already know? What’s beyond them?” 
 
Review 

Spend at least ten minutes every week reviewing all your previous notes. If you do, you’ll 
retain a great deal for current use, as well as, for the exam. 
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Example 1 

1. Start in the centre of a blank page 
 Turn the page sideways 
 Your brain has more freedom to spread out in all directions 

 
2. Use an image or picture for your central idea 
 
3. Use colours throughout 

 Colours are exciting to the brain 
 Colours add vibrancy and life to your mind map 
 Colours add energy to your creative thinking 

 
4. Connect main branches to the central image 

 Connect second and third level branches 
 The brain works by association 
 The brain likes to link things together 
 Linking the branches creates structure 

 
5. Make your lines curved 
 
6. Use one key word per line 

 Single key words give your mind map more power and flexibility 
 Each word or image creates its own associations and connections 
 Each key word is able to spark off new ideas and thoughts 
 Phrases dampen this triggering effect 

 
7. Use Images throughout 

 Each image is worth a thousand words 
 10 images will give you 10 000 words!  

Mind Maps 
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Example 2 

The title of the subject you're exploring in the centre of a page and draw a circle around it, 
as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Draw lines out from this circle as you think of subheadings of the topic or important facts or 
tasks that relate to your subject. Label these lines with your subheadings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dive deeper into the subject to uncover the next level of information (related sub-topics, 
tasks or facts, for example). Then, link these to the relevant subheadings. 
 

  

Mind Maps 
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There are many ways to improve your memory retention when revising, making your overall 
study time more efficient. 
 
Take Notes By Hand 

Taking notes by hand will no doubt ensure that you are more likely to retain information. 
The physical action of writing the notes, and spelling out the words will allow you to really 
revise the information. 
 
Read Notes Out Loud 

If you are an auditory learner, you may benefit from actually reading your notes out loud. 
This engages a different part of your brain used to retain information. 
 
Repetition 

It’s a simple fact that the more something is repeated, the more it is embedded in your 
long-term memory. So when you’re studying, go at a slower pace, and after every couple of 
lines, repeat the previous sentences 1-2 times (either aloud or in your head). 
 
Use Memory Triggers - Colour Coded Writing 

This can apply to your notes or even the flash cards listed above. Using different coloured 
pens to break up your notes into sections creates visual stimulation which is a great memory 
trigger. 
 
Memory Triggers - Mnemonic Exercises 

Creating a song, a rhyme, or an acronym out of important information will spark your 
memory and make you much more likely to remember information. 

 
Use Memory Triggers - Flash Cards 

Using flash cards utilises many techniques - they are repetitive and force you to write out 
your notes by hand. On the front of the card, you write the key idea or concept you want to 
learn and an organising term or phrase (upper right-hand corner). This is the category or 
term that allows you to see how your key ideas or concepts are organised. 
 
On the back of the card, you write what is most important to know and learn about the 
concept, in your own words. To ensure you do more than just memorize the information, 
include examples, summaries, and synthesis of main points as well as definitions. Include 
diagrams, time lines, or other visuals that will help you understand the information at the 
level your professor expects. 
 
 

  

Improving memory retention 
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Revision do’s and don’ts 

Do’s 

 Create a detailed revision timetable at the beginning of every week 
 Treat it like it is school - at least 5 sessions a day 
 Wake up early- the earlier you start, the earlier you can finish 
 Put in rest breaks and things to look forward to 
 Turn your phone/laptop off- only use in breaks. It will feel much more satisfying. 
 Early nights and lots of food! 
 Do not listen to how much revision your friends have or haven’t done. Do as 

much as YOU feel you will need to be confident when walking into that exam 
 You only get one chance- so put the social life on hold. It will all be over before 

you know it! 
 

Don’ts  

 Basing your revision on what your friend has done. It is not your friend’s results 
you should be concerned about. It’s your future! 

 Attending a revision session without consolidating the work after or putting into 
practice what you have been taught 

 One hour a day 
 Night before revision 
 Watching GCSE Pods without consolidating the information after 
 Using a laptop (unless you use one in exams). Unless it’s for resources /GCSE pod 

it will only be a distraction 
 Reading a revision guide without acting upon what you have learnt 
 Revision that only happens in the holidays or before a class test  
 Filling in revision booklets and returning to them the night before. This is just the 

start of your revision- now do practice questions and quizzes. Test yourself on 
what you have done 

 Highlighting the wrong way: The most effective revision is that which draws links 
between information, not isolating it. The more links you have joining different 
areas together, the more you have to help you recall something if your mind goes 
blank in an exam (It can happen) 

 Highlighting lots of separate bits and not thinking about how they relate to each 
other can make it hard to get your mind round all the material you need to cover. 
Plus, drawing comparisons is a key exam skill that can grab you those top marks. 
This is why mind-maps or brain-storms are a good study technique as they 
encourage you to link ideas and structure your thinking 

 Just reading: Firstly, this technique is incredibly boring! Revision is already hard 
enough - don’t make it worse with passive reading for hours. In order to actually 
take in what you read, making (brief) notes to summarise large sections is 
important. By reading alone, it's unlikely that you'll transfer that information into 
your long-term memory (unless you have a photographic memory, which sadly  
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does not apply to most of us). If notes really aren't your thing, you can record 
yourself reading aloud, and then play it back while doing the washing-up or 
tidying. You'll be surprised how much you can absorb unconsciously just by 
listening 

 Copying full sentences: Not only is this far more time-consuming than 
summarising, but it makes reading back through the notes even more of a chore 
than it already is. Detail is great, but not if it overwhelms you - especially if it isn't 
relevant (in which case, you're just wasting your time by writing it out) 
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Stress is the body’s natural response to a potentially dangerous or challenging situation. It 
gives us the ability to perform as effectively as possible when facing a ‘threat’ by confronting 
it or running away – the “fight or flight” response. The body primes itself to face the threat 
by releasing chemicals into our system which speed it up ready for action. This can be a 
beneficial thing in the short term to allow us to achieve peak performance when required, 
and to help us be more aware, concentrated and effective. Too much stress, however, can 
be harmful. When this happens our thinking, planning, analytical ‘front brain’ switches off 
and our automatic, instinctive, emotional ‘back brain’ switches on. With the front brain 
switched off we struggle to plan or make rational decisions or access our natural stress 
responses. This is when we experience negative reactions to stress, and what is generally 
meant when we say we are “stressed”.  
 
Key things to help manage stress and anxiety: 

 Keep the body systems regulated.  

 Eat and drink a balanced diet, if not daily then over the course of each week.  

 Take daily exercise- even 3 sessions of moderate exercise a week will help reduce 
stress and anxiety.  

 Develop good sleeping habits and bedtime routines. 

 Learn to enjoy mindful relaxation as well as active fun 

 Connect to others, especially people you trust rather than bottling things up.  

 Give to others - even small acts of kindness and care towards others can make us 
feel better.  

 When experiencing unpleasant feelings such as anxiety or sadness, notice what you 
are thinking and saying to yourself. Ask yourself the following questions: 

- Is there really any evidence for thinking this way? 
- Are there other ways of thinking about this situation?  
- Is my thinking faulty? (e.g. Am I concentrating on my weaknesses and       
ignoring my strengths?)  
- How is thinking in this way affecting me?  

• Replace negative thoughts with more balanced rational and positive thoughts.  
 
Finally: Tackling and eliminating the things in your life that cause unnecessary stress is a 
good thing. It is important to go about this in the right way, otherwise this can be adding to 
your stress burden, rather than reducing it.  
 
Action plan to counter exam stress  

 Expect the presence of stress hormones: we need them to be attentive and ready for 
the challenge of exams. However, if stress stays around for long periods, you can do 
something about it.  

 Physical exercise is often one of the first victims of the exam period. Keep going to 
the gym, walking, cycling etc. Exercise helps switch off the production of the stress 
hormones, relaxes tense muscles, enables us to think more clearly, and provides 
time when you are not concentrating completely on exams. It doesn’t have to be 
strenuous or overly time consuming; try walking vigorously from your 
accommodation to university.  

Dealing with stress and anxiety 
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 Get as much sleep as you can. Try to resist working late into the night fearing there 
are not enough hours in the day to study effectively. It is important to protect your 
sleep hours as the right quality and quantity of sleep is essential for our physical and 
emotional health. Leave space between revising and going to bed so you don’t take 
exam pressures with you. Have some time for yourself before going to bed – talk to 
friends, listen to calming music, use relaxation techniques, read a book.  

 Find a relaxation technique that works for you. Consider attending our Meditation 
group, you might also want to try the MP3 downloads on our website.  

 Spend time on interests not related to your course or exams; allow yourself a night 
out with friends or a few hours at the weekend to relax. This will allow you to realise 
there is life beyond exams and help you return to study feeling more refreshed.  

 Reward yourself; exam preparation is tough – give yourself a reward every few days 
like watching your favourite programme or eating your favourite food – try including 
it as a part of your revision timetable!  

 Create support networks; take time out to talk with friends and family. Arrange to 
meet in natural breaks such as during lunchtimes or evening meals. Agree to not talk 
about exams. This will allow you to think about other concerns and interests.  

 Know how you study best and plan accordingly. Be honest and realistic about how 
long you can effectively concentrate for, 45 – 60mins, and allow short (10-15 min) 
breaks between each period of study. This helps build a ‘wall of knowledge’ with 
each study period being a brick in the wall. Or try the Pomodoro technique: 
cirillocompany.de/pages/pomodoro-technique  

 Avoid large quantities of caffeine as a means of dealing with stress or keeping going. 
• Eat a good diet; often during stressful periods we are tempted to reach for the fast 
food like pizzas, chips and chocolate. Your body, however, needs the restorative 
power of proteins, complex carbohydrates, vitamins and fibre.  
 

Mindfulness meditation has been shown to be effective in reducing anxiety and stress 
levels. There is a huge range of mindfulness meditation apps, useful during study breaks or 
to help you cope just before an exam.  
 
So remember: 

 deal with one problem at a time  

 be kind to yourself  

 recognise each day is a new beginning 
 

Managing exam stress 

Most people feel nervous before an exam, but it's important not to let anxiety have a 
negative impact on your performance. This includes avoiding stress during your exam 
preparation as well as on the day. Try to see it as an opportunity for you to make a good 
impression and get credit for what you know. This gives you a much more positive outlook 
about exams. 
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